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Abstract
This paper examines the British reaction to the foodways Italian ice cream men brought
to the United Kingdom in the second half of the nineteenth century. While ice cream
became popular among the working class, for others it became _a source of xenophobic
response. It is here where this paper will argue that the slow acceptance of ethnic foods
and the changing approaches to public eating reveal the deeper divisions of society's
moral and social codes.
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I. Introduction
One of the earliest to observe a new, pervasive ice-cream trade was fast
developing in the streets of London was Blanchard Jarrold, in his 1872 book, London
a Pilgrimage:

The fashion of the West [of London] ripples faintly even here [in East
London] [ ... ]. It has established penny ices- for which the juvenile population
exhibit astonishing voracity- in all the poor districts of the Metropolis.
Wherever we have travelled in crowded places of the working population, we
have found the penny ice-man doing a brisk trade-even when his little
customers were blue with the cold. The popular ice-vendor is the fashionable
rival of the ginger beer hawker- an old, familiar London figure. 1
It was Italian immigrants who first introduced gelato and granita 2 to Britain as
street food in the second half of the nineteenth century. While the treats became
popular among the working classes, others still looked on the trade with
considerable misgivings. As the British deemed this new group of Italians to be
fraudulent, ignorant and untrustworthy, they also felt that through the sale of their
ice cream they were attempting to corrupt British citizens.
It is the British reaction to the foodways 3 of the Italian ice-cream men that
this paper will examine. While ice cream worked to maintain the traditions of the
Italian community, for the British it became a source of xenophobic response; and
Britain's vigorous rejection of ice cream often mirrored the rejection of the
immigrants themselves. It is here, this paper will argue, that the slow acceptance of
new foods and the changing approaches to public eating reveal deeper divisions in
society's moral and social codes. Just like nationality, language or cultural symbols,
1

Gustave Dore and Blanchard Jerrold, London a Pilgrimage (repr. 1872 New York: B. Blom, 1968),
127.
2 A slushy fruit flavored ice.
3 The food traditions or customs of a particular, usually ethnic, group of people.
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food can work to confirm an identity and consequently to define outsiders. As food is
a social marker, if invoked positively it can be used to demonstrate belonging to a
certain group, but negatively, it can provide justification for discrimination.
Yet, historians like Alan Warde argue that food is only a minor way in which
people define themselves noting that, "many people eat, and watch others eating
without any judgment." 4 However he disregards the fact that many people's choices
are formed through social discourse and narratives. As sociologist Douglas Harper
explains, "cultural definitions unite people and define outsiders; they show us how
to occupy formal and informal social roles, from families to friendships to strangers.
The culture defines, what, in fact, is edible and what is not." 5 For the Italian
immigrants, food played a valuable part in sustaining their separate communities
and how they renegotiated their ethnic identity once in Britain. For the British, the
perception of ice cream, and more specifically the stereotype of the 'Italian pennyice men,' was often used as means of affirming their middle-class notions of
superiority and cultural identity.
The first section of this paper will examine the recent trends in food
historiography, Britain's struggle to become an immigrant nation and their apparent
"multicultural" approach to food. The next section will examine the Italian
community and how the ice cream trades worked to reinforce traditional regional
loyalties. The last sections are devoted to Britain's perception of the Italian
community and their xenophobic response to the trades. While the examination of
4

Peter Scholliers, Food, Drink and Identity: Cooking, Eating and Drinking in Europe Since the Middle
Ages (Oxford: Berg, 2001), 8.
5 Douglas Harper, The Italian Way: Food and Social Life (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009),

14.
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ice cream and the peddling 'hokey pokey man' may seem trivial, the importance is to
reveal the ways in which societies come to frame the 'other.' Italian struggles to
introduce what is now seen as a popular treat, in the nineteenth century, have been
repeated with each new immigrant group that enters into society. Uncovering the
ways in which immigrant groups come to devise their identity will hopefully
decrease the negative responses they often face in entering a new culture.

II. Historiography

As Brillat-Savarin suggested in 1826, "Tell me what you eat and I will tell you
who you are," 6 food is one of the most distinctive expressions of identity. Food
history then seeks to examine the origin and development of foodstuffs, techniques
of cookery, the presentation of meals and most importantly, the cultural symbols
and personal meanings associated with these activities. By examining "both sides of
the kitchen door," the significance of food to the cook and to those who consume it,
historians hope to show how eating particular foodways often reflects how people
think of themselves and imagine outsiders. 7
Widely interdisciplinary, much of the work in food history has been drawn
from earlier generations of social scientists like anthropologists Claude Levi-Strauss
and Mary Douglas. Influenced by the 'structuralist' school of thought, they argued

6

Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin, The Physiology of Taste or Meditations on Transcendental Gastronomy,
trans. M.F.K Fisher (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1971), 4.
7 Ellen Messer, "Culinary History," in The Cambridge World History of Food, eds. Kenneth F. Kiple,
Kriemhild Conee Ornelas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 1367. For further general
discussion of food history see, John C. Super, "Food and History," Journal of Social History, 36:1
(Autumn, 2002), 165-78; Robert Appelbaum, "Newe Bokes of Cookerie," Journal for Early Modern
Cultural Studies, 1:1 (Summer, 2001), 128-43.
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that 'taste' was both culturally and socially controlled.s Levi-Strauss explained that
deciphering the codes underlying matters of food would enable one to grasp, "a

significant knowledge of the unconscious attitudes of the society or societies under
consideration." 9 An important starting point, his work demonstrated how studying
food could produce crucial insights into the modes of human thought and the rules
of everyday life. Later, Douglas showed how the rituals of eating were symbolic of a
particular group or social order, as "each individual by cultural training, enters a
sensory world that is presegmented and prejudged for him." She explains that the
practice of eating and consuming different kinds of alcohol, were social acts which
marked the boundaries of personal and group identity and their related notions of
inclusion and exclusion.10
While anthropological works were successful in showing food's connection to
culture and identity, they did not however, examine the role relationships of power
or class played in shaping eating habits. Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu explained that a
person's likes and interests tended to be determined by their social class. He argued
that upper classes used food, just as they used music, art or clothing, to differentiate
themselves from lower ones. Even if subordinate classes had their own ideas of
style, "[i]t must never be forgotten that the working-class 'aesthetic' is a dominated
'aesthetic' which is constantly obliged to define itself in terms of the dominant
aesthetics." 11 As lower classes sought to emulate higher ones, upper classes

8

Appelbaum, "Newe Bokes of Cookerie," 129.
Claude Levi-Strauss, Structured Anthropology (New York: Doubleday, 1958), 68.
10
Mary Douglas, "A Distinctive Anthropological Perspective," in Constructive Drinking: Perspectives on
Drinkfrom Anthropology, ed. Mary Douglas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 8-12.
11
Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Richard Nice
(Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1984), 41.

9
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continually redefined concepts of taste to preserve their social stratification. 12
Although food was not the main concentration of his analysis, Bourdieu was able to
allude to how particular foodways are associated with certain groups, and how this
consequently causes divisions within society. His work on the development of 'taste'
and its relation to social class and identity influenced the first scholars to study food
history, mainly through the Annal es school of historical writing.
It may come as no surprise that the roots of modern culinary history lie in
France, a nation whose collective consciousness of food has been characterized as
"perhaps the [most] distinctive ingredient of French identity." 13 Historians grouped
around the Cahiers des Anna/es studied how economic cycles, price movements, and
agricultural production correlated with population, diet, and nutrition. While they
were successful in discovering the eating habits of the population, their patterns told
little about the meanings people attached to their eating and drinking practices.
Historians moved to a more 'cultural' approach after two historians of collective
mentalities, Jean-Louis Flandrin, and Italian historian Massimo Montanari, showed
how the dietary choices of different social classes in medieval societies were used to
assert their identity. Together, Flandrin and Montanari published Food: A Culinary

History, which succeeded in deciphering the origins of European foodstuffs and their

12
13

Bourdieu, Distinction, 85.
Jean-Louis Flandrin, and Massimo Montanari, Food: A Culinary History, ed. Albert Sonnenfeld Trans.
Clarissa Botsford, et al. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), xvii. In describing French
attitudes towards food, he references Gertrude Stein's quote in Everybody's Autobiography: "France is
a country where they talk about eating. Every country talks about eating but in that country they talk
about talking about eating."
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connections to cooking, manners, social structures and identity, and has since
become probably the most important text in food history.14
Even as studies examining the relationship between food and identity
emerged in the 1970s in the case of Britain, they remained in their infancy until the
mid-1990s. The absence of research has been unsurprising to many. Unlike French
and Italian pioneers of food history, the English, aside from Yorkshire pudding, are
said to not possess a food culture. 1s Although stereotypes about of British food have
continued to focus on "its poor quality and its blandness," by the end of the
twentieth century Britain had developed into one of the leading culinary centres of
the world, surpassing even France for the highest number of top restaurants. 16 The
change in tune toward British food developed partly as a reaction to the increasing
popularity and variety of foreign foods. In response, the English began to pride
themselves in their ability to accept and adapt a number of foreign foodways and
their 'multicultural' approach to fo~d.17
One the first historians to write on British food, Stephen Mennell traces this
trend back to the nineteenth century, noting that the English upper and aspiring
middle-class adopted foreign, particularly French cuisine as a mark of high-class
identity. Abandoning traditional English peasant fare, of simple dressed meats and
puddings, the British elite accepted French cooks and haute cuisine 18, as he explains:

14

Flandrin and Montanari, Food, 3-7.
Panikos Panayi, Spicing up Britain: The Multicultural History of British Food (London: Reaktion
Books, 2008), 14.
16 Panayi, Spicing up Britain, 12-13; Independent, 19 April 2005.
17 Panayi, Spicing up Britain, 21-22, 123-125, 230.
18 Stephen Menne 11, All Matters of Food: Eating and Taste in England and France from the Middle Ages
to the Present (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996), 15-19.
15
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[It] is quite clear, a coarsening and decline of the great English 'farmhouse'
tradition of the eighteenth century is rather apparent. Quite apart from any
effects which rapid industrialization may have had in disrupting that
tradition, its vitality was probably sapped by the dominance which French
models enjoyed at the highest level of society. English cookery was so to
speak, decapitated.19
The increased culinary dependence on French cooking is attributed to the rise of the
restaurant, which gave upper segments of metropolitan society a space to assert
their cultural leadership. Accepting the so-called refined 'tastes' of French
gastronomy, like the arrangement of courses and table manners, remained an
expression of status, which continued to be popular with upper-class society
throughout the century and into the next.20
But, as nationalism became a prominent signifier of identity in the nineteenth
century, not all members of society accepted foreign foodways, and sought instead
to establish traditions to symbolize Britain. 21 Both Menno Spiering and Ben Rogers
have argued that it was in this context that the connection to roast beef as a symbol
of English national identity became firmly established. Beef, especially when served
plain or in simple roast chunks, proved to be an excellent symbol of Protestant
honesty and simplicity, against the over-refined, embellished dishes of the dishonest
Catholic French. 22 Incorporated into patriotic poems and songs, "honest beef' came
to represent "honest liberty" or the balanced government of the King and Parliament
in England. Spiering also notes that beef remains a favourite national symbol even

19

Mennen, All Matters of Food, 135.
Mennen, All Matters of Food, 139, 153-4.
21 Menno Spiering, "Food, Phagophobia and English National Identity," in Food, Drink and Identity in
Europe, ed. Thomas Wilson (Amsterdam: Rod pi, 2006), 32; Ben Rogers, Beef and Liberty (London:
Chatto & Whitus, 2003), 3; Mennell, All Matters of Food, 218; Panayi, Spicing up Britain, 2-3.
22 Spiering, "Food, Phagophobia and English National Identity," 35-36; Rogers, Beef and Liberty, 40.
20
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today, in spite of major shifts in the way the English perceive themselves, especially
in the post-war period.23
While the connection between food and patriotism may seem evident, few
historians have examined how cuisine assists in the articulation of national identity
and also, foreigner differences. As Roger explains, "historians and sociologists have
not taken much interest in nationalism of the culinary kind. Perhaps the (mainly
male) academics who study nationalism think food is trivial or frivolous, but they
never identify it for what it is- a vitally important ingredient and a potent source of
xenophobia." 24 As national definitions often unite people they also define outsiders,
and the presence of alien food practices are all too often seen as unwelcome. While
recently Britain has prided itself on its 'multicultural' approach to food, many
'foreign' cuisines which are now popular, and even hold cultural prominence within
national identity, followed a history which saw most Britons either ignore or
vigorously reject the food, just as they rejected the arrival and settlement of
immigrant peoples.
In studying food's relation to the immigrant experience, Anne Kershen
explains how food is often used as a political tool to separate and marginalize class,
race and ethnicity. Its attributes like smell, taste, appearance and style of
consumption all contribute to xenophobia and cultural intolerance, as she notes, "it
is not surprising that anything which is 'different' and which is easily identifiable as
'other' will, where there is the possibility of race antipathy, be developed into a

23

24

Spiering, "Food, Phagophobia and English National Identity," 46.
Rogers, Beef and liberty, 5.
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source of racial stereotyping. Food is no exception."25 Whether this is done
consciously or not, Peter Scholliers remarks that, "people eating similar foods are
trustworthy, good, familiar and safe; but people eating unusual food gives rise to
feelings of distrust, suspicion and even disgust,"26 Foreign food is almost always
rejected outright and regarded as poisonous, dirty, smelly or even containing
disease.27 Even when beer, which is commonly acknowledged as a means of
identifying 'Englishness' or in the case of Guinness, 'Irishness,' first arrived in
England during the seventeenth century, it was perceived as an alien drink imported
by unpopular Dutch strangers, and as Lien Bich Luu explains, rumored to be
poisonous. The gossip, along with the drink's rising popularity and profitability, led
to attacks on Dutch owned breweries.zs
This same pattern was repeated centuries later with the Italian immigrant
community, specifically Italian street-peddlers of ice cream. Lucio Sponza explains
how English newspapers reported that the 'Italian Penny-Man' was 'out to poison
children' and undermining the future of the Empire by corrupting the youth of
society. Tying in religious and middle-class concerns, the English viewed foreignborn, Roman Catholic Italians as the purveyors of an evil 'exotic' luxury, which,
25 Anne Kershen, "Introduction: Food and the Immigrant Experience," in Food and the Immigrant
Experience ed. Anne Kershen (London: Ashgate, 2003), 7-8.
26 Peter Scholliers, Food, Drink and Identity, 8.
27 Kershen, "Introduction: Food and the Immigrant Experience", 8; Mennell, All Matters of Food, 3, 967, 104. Even as the English accepted French cooking, hostilities remained. He quotes Evelyn Waugh:
"A hard-boiled people, the French[ ... ] over-cooked; over-praised for their cooking. A common place
for criticism- 'messed-up stuff, stale ingredients[ ... ] disguised in a source of white wine[ ... ] France
died with her monarchy. You could not eat well, now." Spiering, "Food, Phagophobia and English
National Identity," 35-36; Rogers, Beef and Liberty, 40. They both quote Robert Campbell: "Fish, when
it has passed the hands of a French cook, is no more fish; it has neither the taste, smell, nor
appearance of fish. It, and everything else, is dressed in masquerade, seasoned with slow poisons, and
every dish pregnant with nothing."
28
Lien Bich Luu, "Dutch and their Beer Brewing in England, 1400-1700," in Food and the Immigrant
Experience, ed. Anne Kershen (London: Ashgate, 2003), 42-3.
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especially when eaten by young women, caused the moral demise of society. 29 Terri
Colpi also explains that the sale of ice cream in 'licking glasses' or glass containers
came under scrutiny from advocates of public hygiene who argued that they were
not adequately washed between customers and lobbied for their removal.
Eventually, the 'ice-biscuit' and disposable paper cones were developed in order to
address issues of cleanliness and to appease their English customers. 30
According to Kershen, superficial and simplistic interpretations of exotic
food, means that immigrants are frequently expected to transform or Anglicize their
dishes. 31 Panikos Panayi argues that although increased international trade
combined with a large influx of immigrants brought new products into the country
during the Victorian period, the impact of foreign influences went largely unnoticed.
With the exception of a few exotic food markets, foreign migrants were quickly
absorbed into the indigenous food culture. 32 Instead of serving the foods they ate in
their homes, immigrants sought to 'domesticate' their foodstuffs in order to better
captivate English customers. Foods such as macaroni and cheese, although Italian in
origin, became completely assimilated to the British diet with the removal of

traditional 'pungent' cheeses, tomatoes and al dente pasta and replaced with flourbased sauce and noodles cook to a pulp. 33 To make ice cream more attractive, Italian
ice-men altered traditional gelato recipes to create 'maccullum,' a blend of ice cream

29

Lucio Sponza, "Italian 'Penny Ice-men' in Victorian London," in Food and the Immigrant Experience,
ed. Anne Kershen (London: Ashgate, 2003), 18.
30 Terri Colpi, The Italian Factor: The Italian Community in Great Britain (Edinburgh: Mainstream
Publishing, 1991), 59.
31 Kershen, "Introduction: Food and the Immigrant Experience," 9.
3 2 Panikos Panayi, Spicing Up Britain, 14-16.
33 Panayi, Spicing Up Britain, 122.
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and the popular British drink 'ginger beer,' they sometimes also added gin to the
mix.34
However, Panayi argues attitudes towards foreign foodways changed in the
post-war period as Britons became more accepting of immigration, cultural diversity
and "the idea that foods have nationalities or ethnicities."35 From the 1960s onward
increasing numbers of Britons visited Chinese and Indian restaurants to sample
foods vastly different from the 'domesticated' dishes they had eaten previously. Also,
second generation immigrants especially in Italian and Jewish communities,
removed Anglicized versions of their food from menus, replacing them with more
'authentic' dishes.36
While recent scholarship has rejoiced in multiculturalism's presence in
British culinary culture, historians such as Elizabeth Buettner and Uma Narayan
argue that such assertions tend to gloss over how ethnic minorities and their
cultural practices have long been, and to a considerable extent continue to be, widely
met by racism, suspicion and intolerance. Buettner further explains that since its
appearance on Britain's cultural and political scene in the 1970s, multiculturalism
has never been indisputably deemed as "a positive force." 37 While some have seen it
as a celebration of cultural diversity, others have contended that it is a white
practice of limited tolerance, a means of tacking a problem or an effort to make
sense of and manage ethnically diverse communities. Multiculturalism, she
continues, became subjected to vituperative critiques by antiracists in the 1980s and
34

Joe Peri, The Scots-Italians: Recollections of an Immigrant (Edinburgh: Mercat Press, 2006), 49.
Panayi, Spicing Up Britain, 14.
36 Panayi, Spicing Up Britain, 163-79.
37 Elizabeth Buettner, "Going for Indian: South Asian Restaurants and the Limits of Multiculturalism
in Britain," Journal of Modern History 80:4 (2008), 866.

35
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1990s, who argued that education about other cultures and preaching tolerance
failed to confront racial prejudice in British society.38
In regards to the popularity of Indian cuisine in the post-war period, Narayan
has contended that the food can be described as a non-threatening, "acceptable face
of multiculturalism" and she asserts that, "while curry may have be~n
incorporated .. .into British cuisine, the desire did not extend to the actual people of
Indian origin, whose arrival into English society resulted in a national dyspepsia." 39
South Asian restaurants, according to Buettner, illuminate a persistent yet evolving
dialectic between, "rejection and embrace of the 'other'." Not only are restaurants
labeled 'Indian' mainly run by Bangladeshis and Pakistanis, but their dishes, such as,
chicken tikka massala are the product of a "hybrid cuisine," or cross between socalled "Indian" and "British" tastes. She argues this selective accommodation of
foreign food is representative of older notions of 'Britishness' and attempts to
'assimilate' immigrants on English terms.40
However, the negotiation of foreign cuisine can also be a reflection of the
seemingly paradoxical outcome of the immigrant experience and their struggle to
maintain their ethnicity while becoming British. Charles Camp suggests that eating,
"pushed to the fore by people who believe their culture to be on the wane, their
daughters drifting from their heritage, their sons gone uptown," is an act which
expresses the conservative impulse to maintain their "home values" through the

38

Buettner, "Going for Indian," 866-8.
Uma Narayan, "Eating Cultures: Incorporation, Identity and Indian Food," in Dislocating Cultures:
Identities, Traditions and Third-World Feminism, ed. Uma Narayan (New York: Routledge, 1997), 184.
40
Buettner, "Going for Indian," 870.
39
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adherence to a "down home" menu. 41 For many immigrants reproducing traditional
food ways is an important, and at times the only way, (especially in regards to their
children) to sustain the culture and identity of their homeland. Sponza notes that
many Italian immigrants in Britain, "sought to maintain their culinary customs as a
form of ethnic identity." 4 2 North American food historians such as Harvey
Levenstein and immigration historians Donna Gabaccia and Franca Iacovetta have
documented how Italians were among the most resistant of immigrants when it
came to pressures to change their food customs. While time-honoured foodways
were labour intensive, Gabaccia explains that many immigrant women took pride in
being the family "bread givers," and went to great lengths in maintaining their
gardens, preserving, canning and drying traditional foods. 43 Sometimes the women
even viewed native-born American women critically, making disparaging remarks,
accusing them of being lazy, spoiled and indulgent for buying their canned goods
from the store. 44
Although immigrant mothers stuck to "traditional" meals, Iacovetta explains
that they also made attempts to negotiate their new culinary terrain and created
hybrid diets; combining familiar foods with Canadian food and "ethnic" foods from
other homeland origins. 45 But the alterations, in some cases, became food
stereotypes, and dishes like 'chicken parmigiano' and 'spaghetti and meatballs' were
Charles Camp, American Foodways: What, When, Why, and How we Eat in America (Arizona: August
House, 1989), 29.
42 Sponza, "Italian 'Penny Ice-men' in Victorian London," 33.
43 Donna Gabaccia, We Are What We Eat: Ethnic Food and the Making of Americans (Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1998), 85.
/
44 Gabaccia, We Are What We Eat, 138.
45 Franca Iacovetta, "Recipes for Democracy? Gender, Family and the Making of Female Citizens in
Cold War Canada," Journal of Canadian Woman Studies/ Les cahiers de la femme 20:2 (Summer, 2000),
20.
41
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repeated in cookbooks by later generations as so-called "Italian" food. Yet,
Levenstein explains, as Italian-Americans grew to share native-born enthusiasm for
the Americanized version of their cuisine, "rather than becoming ashamed of their
mothers' cooking, second and third-generation Italians celebrated it." Furthermore,
in a community deeply divided by regional hostilities, this so-called 'Italian' food was
one of the few sources of pride that the entire community could share and became
an important bond in keeping their ethnic consciousness alive.46
Conversely, Lucy Long has suggested that experimenting with new foodways
embodies subversive impulses to challenge traditional values, and to try on new
identities and explore alternative ways of life. "Culinary tourism" she explains,
consists of "individuals satisfying curiosity" by experiencing new dishes "in a mode
that is out of the ordinary, that steps outside of the normal routine to notice
difference and the power of food to represent and negotiate that difference." 47 Such
an experience involves a conscious choice to step outside one's traditional cultural
landscape to explore an unknown sensory terrain. Even if one does not enjoy the
experience, she stresses that it is still pleasant, because in trying different cuisines
"one has temporarily declared independence from the typical culinary choices of
one's home culture." 48 In most cases using food as a means of resistance is most
popular with young people who tend to be the largest frequenters of foreign
restaurants. This is true of Ice-cream parlors in nineteenth-century England and

46

Harvey Levenstein, "The American response to Italian food,_1880-1930," Food and Foodways 1: 1
(1985)2-5.
47 Lucy Long, "Culinary Tourism: A Folkloric Perspective on Eating and Otherness," in Culinary
Tourism, ed. Lucy Long (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2003), 30-1.
48 Long, "Culinary Tourism," 20.
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Scotland, which became gathering places for teenagers, and a popular symbol of
youth rebellion.49
Gabaccia contends that "simple curiosity" led to inter-ethnic sampling and
"crossing the boundaries oftaste." She notes that once Americans experimented
with ethnic cuisine the actual origins of many foods became muddled and ownership
questioned. 50 Referring back to Lien Bich Luu's argument, as beer became popular
by the seventeenth century, concerns over aliens controlling the export of this
valuable commodity led to a limiting on the number of Dutch brewers admitted to
the industry. The English, determined to ensure that production lay in English
hands, effectively squeezed Dutch producers out of the business and began
promoting beer as an English commodity. 51 As foreign cuisine is accepted into
mainstream consumer society, the food's original ethnicity becomes superficial and
largely meaningless, and it is at this point, Gabaccia explains, when it can be reclaimed, re-invented and adopted as in her case "American" fare. She argues, as does
Panayi for Britian, that the commercialization of foodstuffs in the post-war period
helped to foster the standardization of foods and their so-called national
connections. s2
While food culture has often been invoked to redefine or solidify an identity,
discussions of how the attitudes towards the 'other' were created in the process are

49

Francis McKee, "Ice Cream and Immorality," in Oxford Symposium on Food and Cookery, Proceedings,
1996, ed. Harlan Walker (Devon: Prospect, 1997), 204; Buettner, "Going for Indian," 877-80. She also
notes that South Asian restaurants first became popular with teenagers. For more on youth
resistance and food see, Warren Belasco, Appetite for Change: H_ow Counterculture Took on the Food
Industry (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2007).
so Gabaccia, We Are What We Eat, 161.
51 Lien Bich Luu, "Dutch and their Beer Brewing in England, 1400-1700," 44.
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frequently evaded. Confirming particular 'tastes,' as noted above, not only helps to
decipher identification but also, in some cases, enables groups to affirm their
superiority and develop discriminatory sentiments towards the other. The British
often confirmed their identity by comparing differences in cuisine, or by
stereotyping and rejecting the food of the French and other immigrant communities.
Continuing Roger and Kershen's argument that food is a "potent source of
xenophobia," and a political tool used to separate and marginalize class, race and
ethnicity, this study will demonstrate how the British reaction to Italians, more
specifically, their stereotype of the 'Italian penny-ice men,' was used as a means of
affirming their middle-class notions of superiority and cultural identity.

III. Italian immigrants and the ice-cream trades
It was in the second half of the nineteenth century, as economic conditions in
Italy worsened that predominantly unskilled peasants from the south began to
immigrate to Britain in significant numbers. A rapid increase in population, and the
accompanying agrarian crisis that followed, made it impossible for them to maintain
their traditional way of life. 53
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For many, like Federico Pontiero, emigration remained the most promising option:
My father, he had eight of a family. He was a peasant and of course somebody
had to go oot, you know, of the family. So he says, 'You canna make a living
here the way I make a living on this small amount of land I've got. So some of
you has got to go somewhere else to make a start in life.' I was glad to come
here, I mean to make some kinda progress in life for my ambition was to live
the proper way, no' the rough way ... "54
In the thirty years between 1871 and 1901 approximately twelve thousand Italians
immigrated to England and roughly five thousand made their way further north to
Scotland. Italian colonies in London were located around Hatton Garden and Saffron
Hill, in the area of Holborn, and in Glasgow on the east side of the city or "by the
green" in Old Kil pa tricks hills, and Campsie Glen. Considered to be the slums of the
city, the cheap lodging house rents and inner-metropolis location provided a
favourable environment for those who came to primarily work in ice-cream trades. 5 5
While Italian ice cream men emerged as a "distinct feature of London life," by
the mid-1870s, 56 many of their predecessors struggled to introduce the treat to the
British public. One of the first to report on the community in 1864, Henry Mayhew
noted that earlier ice-men had abandoned the trade:
The sale of ice-creams was unknown in the streets until last summer and was
first introduced, as a matter of speculation, by a man who was acquainted
with the confectionery business and who purchased his ices of a confectioner
in Holborn. He resold these luxuries daily to street sellers[ .. .]. The sale,
however, was not remunerative[ ...]. After three or four weeks' trial this man
abandoned the trade, and soon afterwards emigrated to America.57
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Having never seen this 'exotic' treat before, Mayhew explained that Britons were
confused as to how the ice was supposed to be eaten and swallowed:
From a street dealer I received the following account:-'Yes, sir, I mind very
well the first time as I ever sold ices. I don't think they'll ever take greatly in
the streets, but there's no saying. Lord! How I've seen the people splutter
when they've tasted them for the first time [ ...]. The persons that enjoyed
their ices most' -the man went on- 'was, I think, servant maids that gulped
them on the sly. Pr'aps the'd been used, some o'em, to get a taste of ices on
the sly before, in their services."58
Initially a delicacy consumed by the wealthy, ice-cream's eventual popularity came
as the working-class experienced a rise in wages and leisure time. The ability to
indulge in more 'free time' merely prompted the growing demand for this cheap
treat towards the end of the nineteenth century.59
Instrumental to the success of the ice cream trades was an early
entrepreneur, Carol Gatti. He is largely credited for his idea to import ice from
Norway, which allowed him to produce ice cream on a larger scale and then re-sell
to other vendors at a lower cost.60 After working in Paris selling chestnuts as a boy,
Gatti moved to England around 1845 and began to work as an ice-cream vendor.
Marrying an Italian woman who owned two cafes, he transformed one into a
warehouse to manufacture ice cream. Re-selling the ice cream to other vendors then
contributed to greater revenue, as Mayhew noted "the more enterprising sellers
purchased stale ices from the confectioners" and "ices sold by the street vendors
58
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generally at ld. each [... ] left them a profit of 4d. in ls."61 Soon others like Leopoldo
Giuliani, who originally came to sellflgurini or statuettes, quickly followed Gatti's
method. After abandoning his trade and moving to Scotland, he set up his own cafe
to make and sell ice-cream.62
Yet, Gatti and Giuliani owed much of their success to their fellow villagers
brought over through the 'pardoni' system. As Italians tended to maintain close
family and kinship links with their town of origin, many who came to Britain were
recruited by relatives or fellow villagers already established.63 While this system of
chain migration spared later Italians the difficulty of finding employment and
making social contacts in unfamiliar surroundings, it also allowed their employers to
control and exploit their labour. 64 Reminiscent of a master-servant relationship, the
newly arrived immigrants were given a job while their pardone 6s would provide
them with lodgings, food and clothing; as well as supply them with an ice-cream
barrel and organ for work. 66 Explaining the practice Alfonso Barsotti recalls:
I can remember my dad telling me that a couple of men came into the village
an' they were talkin' away, 'we've got these places if you're interested we can
give ye work' and they started describing the places, that there were theaters
and big shops and so, of course, all the kids in the village were thinking that
this was going to be marvelous. The work, it didnae seem much, they thought
just stand oat there and sell the ice-cream things [ ...] What, of course, they
didnae know was that they'd be workin' practically all day and also there was
61
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a guy employed just to make sure they only took their wee breaks whenever
they should and that they carried out the work. Everywhere he went there
was somebody there, you know, just to watch.67
For many who were unskilled and ignorant of the language, ice cream vending
became one of the few available employment opportunities. Those who ventured
outside the community to work in various industrial and construction trades often
aroused strong hostility from organized labour movements who accused them of
being a source of cheap labour and undercutting wages. The fact that Italians were
not in direct competition with native labourers relative to other immigrant groups,
allowed them to develop a decent reputation within the working-class.68
However, their standing in the community did not erase the tensions within
the pardone relationship. As personal and business bonds were intertwined, many of
the ice-men could not voice their feelings of exploitation. Workers endured because
of the hope of either making money to send back to their families in Italy, or moving
up through the trade to start their own business. Some came to an understanding
with their pa rd one that money earned could be used to pay off the barrow and other
equipment lent to them. Others, mainly young men, entered into written contracts
stating that if they served their master as apprentices for 18, 24, or 30 months, for a
yearly pay ranging from £12 to £16, they were to be fed, clothed ('one suit a year'),
and their pardone would pay the expense of the journey from Italy. It was likely that
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young vendors would pocket more money than their contracts designated, as they
would often steal or cheat from their pardone.69
Every morning the ice-men set out on their rounds, grinding their organs,
crying "Galati ecco un poco!" in the streets. Dubbed 'hokey pokey men' as a result of
their cry, many worked hard, up to twelve to fifteen hours a day, and even tolerated
some mistreatment from their customers. 7 0 Recalling his experience Federico
Pontiero explains:
At the beginning I mean I stood a lot o' abuse, yes, kids especially, because
you couldn't speak. Many's the time though you'd get some o' the young boys,
they were very good. I gave them 'pokey-hats' and they gave you a hand to
shove it [the barrow] up the hill. Some o' the hills you couldnae really shove it
yourself because you were trying to shove it up the way and the barrow was
pushing down the way. I even pushed the barrow up the Cathkin Braes one
morning and you know how much I made? Two pence! Aye, it was heavy,
heavy work and it was quite a wee bit hard life tae build up the business.
When I did come here the day start seven in the mornin' didna finish till one
o'clock, maybe two o'clock in the mornin' and that was for eight solid year.
There was one night we went to the pictures, the three o' us and when we
went back home, they told us "No more pictures!" We hadna a night off nor
nothing ...Aye it was a struggle, you know, it wasna money made easy I assure
you. 71
Occasionally they also had to tolerate competition from other ice-cream vendors as
routes like Petticoat lane in London, or Queen's Park in Glasgow, proved to be more
lucrative than others. 72 Rivalries also erupted when an ice-man left his pardone.
While many Italians were "highly individualistic and did not take kindly to having
others benefit from their labour, 1173 they also understood that after assisting them
with their immigration and settlement, they should maintain a certain level of
69
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loyalty to them. Breaking with their pardone meant breaking a bond or a pact, and
they could end up facing resistance from the community.
Indeed it was these links that kept the Italian community together on a more
recognizable and customary basis. Many felt it enhanced their Italiana and ensured
that the tight social associations of the community remained centered around the
tradition of campanilismo, 74 or village loyalties. It was also through these family
transactions that the culture and customs of the homeland were preserved, as Mrs.
Lucchesi explains:
My father wanted us to be as much Italian as we possibly could. In the house
it was definitely Italian, the food was Italian, we spoke Italian, we had Italian
friends and we were brought up that we had to marry Italians. My family
consisted of six girls and a boy and we all married Italians. The social life,
especially for the girls was very restricted. We got on very very well the Scots
boys who came into the shop and have chats with us but then they stopped
asking us out because they knew we wouldn't go out. You could almost say it
was forbidden.75
Parental control, particularly over the choice of spouse remained strong. Especially
for women, as wives and mothers had come to represent cultural reproduction,
stability and an idealized "symbol of what is most sacred within the family," for
Italian immigrant communities. 76
Eventually, as more immigrants became acquainted with the language and
customs of their new home, many broke away from the pardoni system and with the
money they saved began to open their own shops and cafes. In these shops Italians
specialized in ice cream in the summer and sold coffee, chocolate, chestnuts and hot
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peas in the winter. By 1914, there were about sixty ice-cream parlors located
between London and Glasgow, and while they deserve credit for taking the treat
from its original context as an upper class luxury and making it into an indulgence
for all classes, there were some sections of the population who looked upon the
growth of ice-cream trade and its Italian associations with considerable
misgivings. 77

IV. The Italian Ice-men through British eyes
Even as the 'hokey pokey man' had become a fashionable figure with the
lower classes by the end of the nineteenth century,78 others still held the perception
that the Italians were a corrupt, untrustworthy and licentious people. 79 In his report
on the community, Adolphe Smith remarked that the ice-men were "known to be the
worst characters that Italy produces," and described them as, "doubtless[ly] stingy,
even mean; they are dirty, and at times objectionably subservient." 80 Part of the
reason for their initial rejection was that these southerners vastly contrasted with
British notions of 'Italianness,' and their 'cultured' predecessors from the north.
In Georgian England, the adoption of foreign styles and consumer goods was
employed by the upper classes as a mark of their cultural innovation and
refinement. High forms of Italian culture such as art, music and literature were a
part of a gentlemen's education and Italian wine and exotic cheeses part a of an
aristocrat's diet. Unsurprised by this trend, Florentine Filippo Mazzei remarked that
77
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"it is much more frequent for My Lords to take care of their cellar rather than their
library, and this is due to the fact they like to drink much more than they like to
read." 81 While conspicuous eating and drinking proved to be as important as
scholarship or trips to the theater to maintaining posh lifestyles, many Italians were
recruited not only to work as private tutors but also to set up boutiques for the
purpose of selling Italian delicacies as well as to work as cooks and waiters in some
of Britain's prominent haute cuisine restaurants. By the early nineteenth-century
Italians, along with their French counterparts, had come to dominate the food
business. 82
However, as 'vagrant' street vendors arrived in the 1860s and re-introduced
Italian foods like ice cream, northern Italians felt their superior culinary reputation
was slowly being eroded.83 In an attempt to maintain their prestige and livelihood,
many sought to distance themselves from the newly arrived 'N eopolitians.'
Clarifying the differences between them, the London-based Italian newspaper the St.
James Gazette, explained:
Italians from the North and Center are naturally industrious[ ... ] those from
the south are the reverse. They are essentially loafers, with the tendency to
music or Brigandage, according to circumstances. When the Neapolitans finds
his own country too hot to hold him he emigrates and grinds an organ. He is
the brigand of the streets and a nuisance to all.8 4
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As both groups worked in the food catering business, all Italians came to be
associated as 'ice-men.' Voicing their frustration, a founder of La Gazzetta ltaliana di
Londra newspaper wrote:

It is more than thirty years that we 'Ticinesi' have left this itinerant
occupation to the Italians; they have rushed into it as if it were a gold-mine
and the numbers increase year by year by 30 percent, making this trade,
which was once profitable, an increasingly despised and abhorred
occupation, so that 'Ice-cream Jack' has become the most degraded individual
in the whole vast itinerant trade in this Metropolis."ss
By the 1880s, northern Italians had set up a second colony of restaurants, cafes and
hotels on Greek street near Soho Square in Westminster. While their earnings were
insufficient, many indulged in the life of a gentleman as a means of mixing with the
metropolitan elite, who they hoped to obtain as customers.86
To a certain extent their strategy worked. In his report, Smith clearly
described Italians as consisting of two completely separate sections or colonies: the
less objectionable and even appreciated northern Italians, who could easily live in
harmony with the British people, and the uncouth and semi-barbarous southern
Italians who were a constant menace. Accepting the same viewpoint as northern
Italians when describing the ice-men, Smith assumed their regional origin to be
further down the peninsula:
As a rule they almost invariably style themselves Neapolitans, and in answer
to questions will say that they come from Naples itself. The probabilities are,
however, that they have never seen Naples, and a true Neapolitian would
energetically repudiate any connection with the tribe. As a matter of fact, a
very large number of the street ice-sellers are Calabrians, and are, therefore,
semi-barbarous mountaineers.
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He concluded by explaining that, "in England, however they become for the time
being, at least, honest. They can make more in selling ices in our thoroughfares than
in cutting throats round and about Naples."8 7 Stereotypes aside, the major source of
annoyance for the British seemed to revolve around the fact that they not only found
this new group of Italians uncivilized but virtually impossible to understand.
Consistently regarded as "the most ignorant and superstitious of all," another
source of contention with the Italian community was their inability to comprehend
Britons' strong antipathy to all things Roman Catholic.as Unlike "the better educated
and skilful Italian artisans," Smith remarked "they are fanatics of the most ignorant
type. They will bow down in abject fear and tremble before any image or relic,
though they know nothing of real religion, and still less of theology."89 The British
did not realize that Italians did not share their same concerns for society and sought
to remain a separate community. For Italians, practicing their Catholic faith
represented another opportunity to continue the traditions of Italy and, for many
homesick immigrants, provided continuity between their new life and home in Italy.
Moreover, part of this misunderstanding was the result of the British lumping
the Irish and Italians together. Even as Italians lived in the same slums and attended
the same schools and churches as the Irish, their common religious background was
not enough to bridge the ethnic gap or the different ways they related to English
society. Italians were not able to identify with the Irish, as for them, Catholicism had
become an inseparable part of their national identity, one honed by a lengthy
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antagonism with the English, their oppressors. Italians also, had no concern for
British politics or the desire to be an integral part of either society. Evangelical
missionaries often found them to be particularly confusing, as they were inclined to
be more welcoming than the Irish but stubborn in abandoning their saints and
madonnas. 90 One missionary remarked that those who did convert only did so as an
outcome of an exchange, "a woman had often been visited by the missionary whose
persistent oratory and threatened damnation appeared to have secured the
salvation of that soul; she agreed in the end to give up her battery of images and
icons- provided that, her loss was compensated with 'eighteen pence'."91
Unfortunately, because of these Italians' practices, the British missionaries often
labeled the community as an ignorant yet ingenious and greedy group of
immigrants.
A cause of fascination and disgust, Italians and their relationship to money

seemed to be a particular area of concern. In regards to the ice-man and their
alleged substantial profit from the trades, Smith explained they were very discreet
with their earnings as:
They generally deem it more prudent to profess extreme poverty, and often
carry two purses. The one is secreted in some inner fold or secret pocket, and
it only opened in private. This contains gold, which periodically is either
deposited in a bank, or sent over to relations in Italy. The other purse rarely
holds anything more valuable than penny pieces, and is consequently shown
more freely.
90
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However, in astonishment, he attributed the ice-men's success to their frugal and
sober habits explaining that "the Italian ice-man ... has discovered he can grow fat
and strong on farinaceous substances ... hence cabbage, a little lard or the fat of
bacon, and some macaroni as the foundation of his dinner will suffice to render him
strong and happy." Continuing in didactic tone he declared that, "the pence of the
poor which have enriched these Calabrians have not been wasted, if the example
given by the latter had spread to some of the English customers, teaching them the
value of thrift and sobriety." Yet, some of the poorer classes resented the money the
ice-men made. Quoting an English woman complaining in the streets, "it was indeed
a pity to see English persons starving, while foreigners are able to bank the money
they picked up in out streets!" 92 Smith noted that the profitability of the trade
became, at times, a source of envy and harassment from their British counterparts.
Still, the greatest issue of concern with the ice men was the overcrowding in
the Italian colonies and their poor living conditions. A source of consistent worry to
the public since the early 1830s, when the first cholera epidemic raged through
Britain, various 'slum clearance' policies sought to clean up (or even out) the poorer
parts of the city.93 In the case of the Holborn district the overcrowding actually
worsened, as major road works and the demolition of houses occurred during the
1870s,9 4 while the Italian community experienced its greatest increase in numbers
settling with their family in the 'old Italian quarter.' Reporting on the problem, The
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Lancet wrote that "these Italians [ice-cream men] will all live together in extremely
crowded conditions. Seven or eight...being packed into a room which ought to have
one or two." 95 It was after the publication of this article, that the thriving petty
business for many Italians came under threat and regarded as a noxious vehicle for
the spread of disease.96

V. Dealers of 'immoral' ice cream
Understandably, the high concentration of Italian ice cream vendors in the
Holborn district contributed to the growing suspicion of both the general public and
local authorities that the whole business was full of unsavory and arcane practices.
Observing the trade, The Lancet asserted that the ice-men were simply, "adher[ing]
to their innate love for overcrowding, foul air and dirt."9 7 Set in a wider context of
their fear of epidemics, 98 the report also stressed that, "the Italian colony would
soon become a standing menace to the public health of London," and that this would
be done through the manufacturing and sale, of what they deemed to be poisonous

and diseased ridden ice cream:
Finally .. .in keeping with the theory of disease being spread by foul air- the
milk, the eggs, the cornflour mixtures, etc., used to make penny ices, are left
standing in the foulest dens, where they must absorb the noxious gases that
infect the atmosphere, and where they are boiled and mixed in the same
saucepans and cauldrons in which the Italians scald and wash their dirty
linen! It is to be hoped that the freezing process may kill the germs of disease
which must thus be occasionally present in the milk used for the ices, but the
idea is not appetizing, and the prospect somewhat uncertain; in short, the
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entire moral, social and sanitary condition of this Italian colony calls for
immediate action.99
An authoritative medical journal, The Lancet was extensively quoted by popular
newspapers, who regarded this large influx of foreign paupers as a threat to the
"moral, social and sanitary condition to Britain.
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Newspapers maintained that

Italian ice-cream men were out to undermine the future of the British Empire by
enticing people with their toxic concoctions.
The crusade against Italian ice-cream makers reached its zenith when they
contended that the men were out to kill children. After the death of a child in Kentish
Town was attributed to the so-called poisonous effects of ice cream, The Daily
Telegraph began to protest loudly:

Again and again have efforts been made to regulate this wholesale dealing in
icy poison, but the entire machinery of the British constitution seems to stand
motionless and helpless before a horde of unwashed, illiterate, semibarbarous foreigners, who treat the lives of British children as if we were as
valueless as their own[ ... ].
Calling for the ~tate of affairs to be placed on the doorstep of Parliament - the article
continued:

If these gentlemen would take a walk through the Saffron Hill and
Clerkenwell quarters inhabited by outcast Italians and examine for
themselves the nauseous dens in which ice-creams for the delectation and
death of London children are fabricated, they could not for a moment hesitate
to authorise regulations which would stamp out at once what is nothing else
than a huge plague manufactory. Enough had been said and theorised on the
subject; the time has now come for action. The Italian who vended ice-creams
in Torriano Avenue, Kentish Town, has not been seen there since the death of
one victim- a boy named Harry Vernon Jones- and illness of another, but he is
no doubt busily engaged vending his semi-frigerated microbes to the youth of
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another part of the town as industriously as ever. Truly, we are a patient and
long-suffering people.101
In the end the authorities did act. Beginning in 1901 with the Borough of Finsbury
and in the following year with the London County Council (General Powers) Act,
both introduced strict regulations on the manufacture, storage and sale of ice cream.
Even as a system of registration and common inspections was established to oversee
the ice-cream industry, the Medical Officer of Health for Finsbury admitted that the
methods used by the Italians to manufacture their ice-cream remained far from
satisfactory as "the difficulties of supervision are increased by the fact that the
itinerant may sleep in one borough, manufacture his ice in another borough and sell
it in many other boroughs, and may have a stale and inaccurate address on his
barrow." In keeping with the Italian maxim 'Fatta le legge, trovato J'inganno,' (for
any new law, the way to circumvent it is soon found) means around the restrictions
were soon found and the ice-men continued to operate the trade with little
change. 102
Towards the end of the century, as Italians progressed out of the slum
districts and set up shops in the better parts of the city, the ice cream barrows began
to vanish. Their new parlors and cafes, often colourfully decorated with mirrors and
leather seats, became a pleasant place for people to meet an'd like the cinemas and
dance halls, turned into a popular gathering place for youth. However, they were
also subject to a great deal of hostility, particularly in Scotland's most sectarian cities
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like Glasgow. 103 To Glaswegians, ice cream from the hands of Roman Catholic 'aliens'
epitomized an evil, unnecessary luxury that threatened the moral and spiritual
values of its citizens.104
The initial attacks on ice-cream shops were grounds of late closings and
Sunday trading. As the new shops spread through Glasgow, religious groups such as
the United Free Church of Scotland allied with police forces and the shopkeeper's
union to close or limit their trade. 105 In the Glasgow Herald, The British Temperance
Association argued:
One of the most objectionable and pernicious aspects of Sunday trading in
Scotland was that of the ice-cream shop, which in recent years had reached
alarming number. The Magistrates had no control or regulation over these
shops beyond seeing that under the local Police Act they were not kept open
between midnight and five a.m. They had no control over their opening on
Sundays.
The issue alluded to here was the fear for the moral sanctity of the youth and their
exposure to foreigners:
There was neither necessity nor desire in Scotland for general Sunday
trading, which has developed to a very great extent in recent years, because
of the extended operations of the foreign shopkeeper, whose trade had been
to the serious detriment to the youth of the country. 106
The attacks on the shops were often exaggerated and portrayed customers as
"innocent youths of Glasgow" trapped in the "clutches of unscrupulous

103 Aapinwall Bernard, "Rev. Alessandro Gavazzi (1808-1889) and Scottish identity: a chapter in
nineteenth century anti-Catholicism," in Recusant history 28 (2006): 136. Bernard notes, Scottish
popular identity defined itself in Protestant terms, perhaps even more vigorously than in England.
The arrival of a large influx of Irish and smaller group of Italians midcentury, along with eventual
Catholic advancement was seen as particularly irritating, to their pr_eviously unchallenged
dominance.
104 McKee, "Ice Cream and Immorality," 206.
1osRogers, "Italiani in Scozzi: The story of the Scots Italians," 129.
106 "An Objectionable Trade,"Glasgow Herald May 8, 1906.
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foreigners." 107 The Parliamentary Committee on Sunday Trading implied that icecream parlors were "morally contaminating" as "young people of both sexes
congregate there after legitimate hours and sometimes misbehave themselves."1os
The police added their weight to the opposition by suggesting the standards of
behavior in the shops were, "acceptable only to their alien owners and to people of
loose moral habits." 109 In defense of his members, the president of the Ice-Cream
Dealers Association, G. Dambrosio asserted that the notion of teenagers in these
shops at night was "the bogey men of Glasgow, an imaginary evil."110 In an attempt
to respond to the negative reception from the public, ice cream traders joined the
temperance movement and began to promote parlors as a non-alcoholic alternative
to the many pubs in the city. In 1907 they created the Temperance Refreshment
Trades Defense Association, which contained over 800 signatures of Italian traders,
opposed to legislation forcing them to close their shops early. 111
The United Free Church of Scotland continued to campaign against them,
even organizing a formal conference to debate the further existence of ice cream
parlors in Glasgow. The main speaker, Reverend Robert Wilson declared that "those
engaged in the trade were all foreigners, and were not influenced by the same social
and moral restraints of our own people." 112 In an article following the meeting,
entitled "Ice-cream 'Hells

111
,

Mr. D. Drummond described "Ice cream shops as perfect
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iniquities of hell itself and ten times worse than any of the evils of the public house.
They were sapping the moral of the youth of Scotland."113 Matters of particular
concern in the meeting were for remaining open too late, shebeening, gambling, 114
and most importantly, the moral descent of teenage girls, who were reported to
engage in acts ranging from smoking to cuddling to prostitution.us
Soon, ice cream parlors became dangerous spaces for young women where
conservative groups assumed that without the supervision of their parents the girls
would be victims to "sinful" behavior. Ice cream parlors were also culturally
dangerous places because they were sites where ethnic groups met, mingled and
held social intercourse. It was the very foreignness of the shops, which made a
seemingly innocuous dish like ice cream a forbidden fruit, and the female consumer
independent enough to indulge in it, potentially a "fallen women." 116 A testimony to
the success of the legends launched against the trade, A.J. Cronin provides a glimpse
of the genteel fear aroused by the mixture of ice cream and the exotic. In his novel
Hatter's Castle, the character Denis drags his lover Mary into an Italian cafe:

He took her arm firmly and led her a few doors down the street, then, before
she realised it and could think even to resist, he had drawn her inside the
cream-coloured doors of Bertorelli's cafe. She paled with apprehension,
feeling that she had finally passed the limits of respectability, that the depth
of her dissipation had now been reached, and looking reproachfully into
Denis' smiling face, in a shocked tone she gasped:
"Oh Denis, how could you?"
Yet, as she looked around the clean, empty shop, with its rows of marbletopped tables, its small scintillating mirrors, and brightly papered walls,
113 Glasgow Herald, October 9, 1907.
114McKee, "Ice Cream and Immorality," 208. Patrons engaged in pastimes like playing cards, and even
an arcade game called 'Pickwick,' which was equivalent to pinball. '-115 McKee, "Ice Cream and Immorality," 208.
116 Bill Ellis, "Whispers in an Ice Cream Parlor: Culinary Tourism, Contemporary Legends, and the
Urban Interzone," in journal of American Folklore 122 (2009): 63-70. While this remains an American
source, the author's analysis seems to compare and hold with the British experience.
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while she allowed herself to be guided to one of the plush stalls that appeared
exactly like her pew in church, she felt curiously surprised, as if she had
expected to find a sordid den suited appropriately to the debauched revels
that must, if tradition were to be believed, inevitably be connected with a
places like this.
Her bewilderment was increased by the appearance of a fat, fatherly
man with a succession of chins, each more amiable than the preceding honest
one, who came up to them smiling, bowed with a quick bend on the region
which had once been his waist [ ...]
"Nice chap, that," said Denis, "straight as a die; and kind as you make
them!"
"But," quavered Mary, "they say such things about him."
"Bah! He eats babies, I suppose! Pure, unlovely bigotry, Mary dear.
We'll have to progress beyond that some day, if we're not to stick in the dark
ages. Although he's Italian he's still a human being ... "117
Inciting the greatest fear from conservative religious groups, the brightly coloured
treat was also rumored to bring a new element of sexuality to public consumption.
Eating ice cream remained especially taboo for women, as Cronin hints with his
character Mary:
Now she was eating her macallum, a delicious concoction of ice cream and
raspberry juice, which, cunningly blending the subtly acid essence of the fruit
with the cold mellow sweetness of the ice cream, melted upon her tongue in
an exquisite and unexpected delight. Under the table Denis pressed her foot
gently with his, whilst his eyes followed her naiumlve enjoyment with
satisfaction. 11 8
The mixture of the sexual and the exotic were regarded with particular concern and
anxiety. For the xenophobic English, some even went as far as to assume that Italian
foreigners running their own shops were operating as part of a network of criminals
recruiting girls into prostitution; advisor to the commission of Alien Immigration,
Rev. E Canney claimed:
Some of the young Italians are very immoral [ ... ] some [of them] who seem to
have a good deal of money, and who are attractive and nice fellows, get hold
117
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of our English girls, and what came to my knowledge was that they got hold
of these girls and took them into a low public house, and got them down into
the cellar there and made them dance naked.119
Newspapers ardently accused Italians of using their shops to corrupt young women,
reporting with sincere horror that they would call girls for "love meetings" and "for
a little money and a few cakes lead [young girls] to the back-room of the shop, or to a
room upstairs, if there is one, where they unleash their shameful and brutal passion
over the virgin and delicate body of girls under age."120 As the nation's finest
daughters (i.e. young unmarried white women) were placed in direct physical
proximity to strangers with allegedly unbridled libidos, the forces of conservatism
discovered the embodiment of all they feared with the sale of ice cream.12 1
Reconstructing the place of ice cream in the last few decades of the
nineteenth century has been difficult given the enormous growth of the treat's
popularity in the twentieth century. By 1940s, ice cream had become so ingrained
into British culture to the extent it was no longer considered to be 'foreign' to the
English palate. While the initial reception of Italian ice cream came because it
provided young people the opportunity to shun conventional, plain-tasting, 'meat
and two veg' dishes,122the eventual acceptance of the treat by mainstream society
only arose after large companies began to mass-produce 'English' variations of the
product. By 1914, Lyons had developed into one of the largest food processing firms
in Britain by specializing in tea packaging, and producing ice cream in small bricks,

Royal Commission (1903), III, 429; 'The Italian colony in London,~ood Words, February 1899.
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in conventional flavours of vanilla, chocolate and strawberry.123 By extension, as
more Britons attempted to try out 'exotic' foods into the early twentieth century,
paradoxically, most of the 'foreign' dishes establishments offered had become
completely assimilated to the English diet. In describing Italian cuisine or more
specifically pasta, Sir Henry Thompson explained that "the mention of macaroni
conveys to nineteen out of twenty Englishmen, as it does also to our cooks, the idea
of an indigestible mess, containing much toasted cheese and butter, well peppered
and over-baked, which is sometimes served at the end of dinner as a 'savory' to
complete the repast." 124 While the British had come to enjoy the adventure of trying
different foodways, they still remained devoted to their own ideas of taste.

VI. Conclusion: The John Bull response
Observers have been too quick to give the British a reputation for having a
careless attitude towards their cooking, as the English tend to have strong feelings in
regards to food. Like other countries, cuisine in Britain is strongly linked to national
identity. The practice extends back to the sixteenth century, when they deemed
roast beef the best signifier of their national characteristics of common sense, love of
liberty, and martial prowess.
Yet, the connection to beef only became firmly established in the nineteenth
century, in the midst of a prolonged and intense Anglo-French rivalry and as Britain
experienced a large influx of eastern and southern European immigrants. Fearing
the influence of foreigners, the British sought to invoke national emblems like the
123Panayi, Spicing Up Britain, 117-9.
124 Sir Henry Thompson, Food and Feeding (London: F. Warane, 1901) 161.
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bulldog and British tar along with food imagery to validate their identity. In popular
songs, pamphlets and cartoons, foreigners were often depicted as pathetic and lazy,
having to make do with soupe maigre, where the Englishman was personified as the
prosperous beef-eating, no-nonsense, John Bu11.12s No longer the shock-headed
country bumpkin created by James Gillray in the 1770s, he had now become the
smooth mannered, fashionably dressed, large waisted, 'typical Englishman,' of the
Victorian era. Defender of his country against the internal depravity of the high life
and the external influences of foreigners, John Bull came to epitomize the political
values and moral imperatives of proper 'Englishness'.126 Helping him was his
consumption of "honest beef," which had come to epitomize Protestant loyalty and
simplicity, against the over-fined, embellished dishes of the Catholic foreigner.
While the presence of John Bull faded towards the later part of the century,
his attitudes towards the nation and foreign cuisine remained. As the British often
derive their national identity from opposition to others, 127 its food culture has been
defined similarly. As Mennell explains, "ways of cooking become woven into the
mythology and identity of nations, social classes, and religious groups. People take
sides and exaggerate differences." 128 In the 1950s, Dorothy Hartley, in her book

Food in England wrote that "English cooking is old-fashioned and we like it that way"
and continued "the young try out foreign fare but the stubborn conviction that
homemade is the best is a natural instinct." 129 Even contemporary food writers like
Gary Rhodes, who claim to have accepted the "culinary traditions of other
Spiering, "Food, Phagophobia and English National Identity," 33-1$.
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countries," still maintain preferential feelings for English food in contrast to foreign
cuisine, "[British food] had always been simple- with wonderful ingredients like our
own beef, which we didn't need anything more fancy than roasting."130
The enduring national identification with beef should not however be taken
to mean that there is no debate about English identityn1 as a more recent volume on
'English' food by Rose Prince, has taken a more complex approach to the subject,
asserting that:
The national cuisine may be fossilized in people's minds as pies, roasts and
nursery puddings, but there is now no reason why it could not include the
rice noodle dishes of Southeast Asia or the delicious foods of the
Mediterranean. This is after all a country with a five-hundred-year old history
of food piracy: borrowing ideas from other shores, importing their raw
materials and learning to cultivate them in our soil.132
Prince is able to acknowledge that the acceptance of foreign foods has been a trend
throughout the history of British cooking. To some extent women, through the
medium of cookbooks, have undertaken the task of incorporating foreign foods in
their quest for new recipes to add to their cooking. In the case of ice-cream, women
in the nineteenth century often published recipes of different types of ice-cream,
gave tips on how to freeze the mixtures, and provided ways to combine the treat
with traditionally made English puddings. Some have even argued that by virtue of
their own domesticity, women were able to neutralize the threat of the 'other' by
naturalizing the food and products from their foreign lands. 133
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Immigrants however, in an attempt to adapt to their new life or to captivate
British customers, often 'domesticated' their ethnic foodways. This was the case
with Italian cafes. Initially set up to cater to homesick fellow paese and to cook the
foods of their regional origins, as they became more popular they gravitated
towards more British tastes. Thus came the inevitable, stereotypical menus of
socalled 'Italian cuisine,' consisting of spaghetti and meatballs, garlic bread and
mac'n' cheese at restaurants with checkered tablecloths and candles mounted in
Chianti bottles. 134 However, the adaptation of foodways is not only particular to
Italians in the nineteenth century as the pattern repeats itself with every new group
of immigrants entering into the society. Arriving in the 1990s, Iranian immigrants,
conscious that their dietary culture and traditions would not be accepted by the
British, "disguised and protected their own ethnicity," and instead invested their
entrepreneurial energies in cooking and marketing non-Iranian food in pizza and
burger bars. 135
Part of the dread felt by the English towards different food ways was not only
the fear of engaging with the foreigner but running the risk of becoming like them. If
"eating affects us biologically and physiologically as well as socially and
ideologically," Elliot Oring observes, "consequently, we are likely to bring a great
fund of emotion to the behavior of eating." Given this intense emotion, he reasons "it
is not surprising that foodways serve as highly charged markers of ethnic identity

134 Sponza, Italian Immigrants in Nineteenth-Century Britain, 218.; see also for similarities, Levenstein,
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for those within group and for those without."136 Not eating something, or at least
advising your children not to eat it, seems to be equally important to cultural
identity. 'If we are what we eat', and one consumes immigrant food, particularly in
an establishment controlled by foreigners, then the act of ingesting may place one's
own cultural identity in question.
Even as the interest in 'foreign' food seemed to emerge triumphant in the late
post-war period, as if to erase 'British food,'137 the English seemed to revert back to
their conventional food preferences. While society stereotyped 'Spanish,' 'German,'
'Italian' and 'Indian' cooking in their popular imaginations, anthropologist Allison
James explains that food writers of the early 1990s began to shift in the opposite
direction. Various 'foodie' magazines sought through 'food nostalgia' movements to
revive the "gutsy, unpretentious" gastronomic traditions of the British Isles. This
reinvention of traditional British food was, as James argues, an attempt by the upper
crust of society to recreate, reorder and sustain old social divisions along class and
educational lines. Once the public majority had embraced foreign cuisine, it no
longer became the mark of difference, and just as the English adopted foreign or
French cuisine in the nineteenth century, the reinvention of more 'authentic' British
foods in the late twentieth century was used once more as a symbol of elevated
status. 138

136 Elliott Oring, "Ethnic Groups and Ethnic Flklore," in Folk Groups and Folklore Genres: An
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The issue of authenticity has become particularly important in post-war
Britain as the English "no longer know who they are," and have increasingly felt
uncertain about their national identity. A few causes, mentioned by Spiering, of why
the English have lost confidence are the demise of the Empire, the ensuing increase
in 'ethnic' immigration, devolution or the 'breakup of Britain' and European
integration. 139 Of all of these reasons he claims 'Europeanization' to be the most
important. Since the creation of the first European cooperation schemes in the
1950s, the English debate about whether to join Europe has been fierce and infused
with countless references to identity. It has been in this context that British scholars
have increasingly attempted to define themselves. Such approaches are, Thomas
Wilson explains, "a part of the newer scholarship on Europeanization and European
integration which has turned to issues of social identification in its attempt to
identify forces that will enhance or hinder the realization of an ever close union."
Over the past decade, British historians have increasingly turned to food and drink
studies in historical contexts in an attempt to understand both conventional and

current society. HO
Dealing with their feelings of uncertainty in the post-war era, Britain again
sought out food imagery to solidify their national identity. Rather than traditional
beef, the 1990's 'Cool Britannia' campaign was inspired by the introduction of a new
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Ben and Jerry's ice-cream flavour; vanilla with strawberry and chocolate-covered
shortbread.141
This was sort of ironic given the situation of the ice-men in the nineteenth
century. However the 'Cool Britannia' campaign highlights the complex ways in
which ethnic foodways integrate into new societies. It also emphasizes the purpose
of this paper, which was to examine how the slow acceptance of new foods and the
changing approaches to public eating reveal society's deeper moral and social codes.
As food works to confirm identity, for the Italian ice-men, the trade became an
important source for remaining a separate community and maintaining the regional
loyalties of Italy. Yet, for the British, ice cream became a source of xenophobic
response, as they viewed the sale of ice cream by untrustworthy, ignorant and
corrupt Italians to be morally corrupting to their citizens.
Once marginalized within British culture, ice cream became a primary vehicle
for denying, masking and articulating intolerance towards Italian foreigners and
affirming British middle-class superiority. While the ice-men have long been
forgotten, their story is still of importance because it is able to emphasize the
patterns which repeat themselves with each new group of immigrants which enters
into society. If 'we are what we eat', then by understanding and accepting foreign
foodways, hopefully we will decrease the negative responses immigrants often face
when entering a new society.

Eugene McLauglin Rebranding Britain: The Life and Times of'Cool Britannia' (London: The Open
University, 1997), 1. "The launch of the campaign involved Britannia parading around Royal Albert
Hall dragging a large tub of the new ice cream."
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